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A PRESCRIBED CUT FOR 
PROLOG THAT ENSURES SOUNDNESS 
H. ALBERT LILLY AND BARRETT R. BRYANT 
D The contribution of this research is to solve two problems simultaneously. 
One problem is to prescribe a semantics for the cut that does not 
introduce unsoundness into the declarative semantics of PROLOG pro- 
grams. The other problem is to provide a general methodology for elimi- 
nating wasted computation time from PROLOG programs. The prescrip- 
tive approach or active approach to formal language design is employed. 
Prescriptive specifications are used as guidelines for modifying six formal 
semantic models (3 denotational models and 3 operational models). The 
formal semantic models used are (1) the denotational and operational 
semantics (of PROLOG) by Jones and Mycroft [13]; (2) the denotational 
and operational semantics (of PROLOG) by Debray and Mishra IS]; and 
(3) the denotational and operational semantics (of PROLOG) by Arbab 
and Berry [2]. These models are used as a basis for showing how the 
“procedural semantics” of PROLOG programs can be made to conform 
more closely to the declarative semantics of PROLOG and at the same 
time showing how the cut can be used to maximum advantage in making 
PROLOG programs more efficient. a 
L INTRoDUrTIoN 
The contribution of this research is to solve two problems simultaneously: (1) the 
cut sometimes introduces unsoundness [5, 14, 151 into the declarative semantics of 
PROLOG programs (the problem here is to ensure that the cut does not introduce 
unsoundness) and (2) to provide a general methodology for eliminating wasted 
computation time from PROLOG programs. Research done in [9] provides ample 
evidence that much wasted computation time exists. This paper provides formal 
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semantic solutions (both denotational and operational) to solve these two related 
problems simultaneously. 
The prescriptive approach’ or active approach [3] to denotational [l, 12,21,22,25] 
semantics is employed. This approach is extended to the operational semantics. 
The n,,mnse nf the nreu~intiw nnnrnnrh ic tn make decirshlt= rhanm=c tn the r--r--- -_ ---- r--y---r-A.- ..yy..,..v.. 1” IV 111.a1.w -I.,.&..“.- ~“““~V” .” c1.w 
language design by modifying the formal semantics of a language (in this case, 
PROLOG). This is done in this paper by using prescriptive specifications as 
guidelines for modifying six formal semantic models (3 denotational models and 3 
operational models). The formal semantic models used are (1) the denotational 
and operational semantics (of PROLOG) by Jones and Mycroft 1131; (2) by Debray 
and Mishra [81; and (3) by Arbab and Berry [2]. Other denotational models for 
PROLOG exist, but these lack a corresponding operational semantics [l, 171. The 
;..*,..+ ,YF l L:.T ,,,,,,“I. . IIILC;III VI ems ~e;ar;al~u iS tG iiSe ihe% bZiiOi~iiOiik3~ Zid G~W~~i~iiZil XXiiaiiiic 
models to show how the “procedural semantics” of PROLOG programs can be 
made to conform more closely to the declarative semantics of PROLOG and at the 
same time show how the cut can be used to maximum advantage in making 
PROLOG programs more efficient. 
The following three prescriptive specifications are used as guidelines for modify- 
ing the six semantic models in order to ensure that the cut does not introduce 
unsoundness into PROLOG programs: (1) apply no cuts until a successful refuta- 
tion is reached (at the time that a successful refutation is reached, apply all cuts 
encountered in the successful path that should be applied according to the tradi- 
tional definition of cut); (2) treat the process of delaying the application of cuts in 
each successive successful refutation uniformly (i.e., treat every successful refuta- 
tion as being independent of every other successful refutation); and (3) ignore cuts 
encountered only in failed paths (if the whole program fails-meaning that the 
whole program is a collection of one or more failed paths-then no cuts are 
applied). Soundness here is intended to mean that a program will not answer 
incorrectly; i.e., a program that should answer “yes” will not answer “no” and a 
program that should answer “no” will not answer “yes” [5,14,151. The three 
prescriptive specifications above guarantee this definition of soundness regardless 
of the number or positions of cuts inserted in a program. Soundness is guaranteed 
because the prescriptive specifications delay the applications of cuts encountered 
until after the program has answered correctly. 
The difficulty of changing a semantic model to conform to Prescriptive Specifi- 
cation (1) becomes apparent when one considers that in an arbitrary successful 
refutation path, the run-time stack may consist of choice points to be cut followed 
by choice points not to be cut followed by choice points to be cut followed by 
choice points not to be cut, etc., for arbitrarily many iterations; in other words: 
(to_be_cut_choice_point + not-to-be-cut-choice-point)*. This difficulty is illus- 
trated by the hypothetical clauses below excerpted from a larger program: 
A B, I:- !, C, D, E. 
‘The prescripfiue approach to formal language design involves the formulation of desirable changes 
to the semantics of a language. This approach is distinguished from the descriptive approach which is 
concerned with providing a formal, succinct and correct model for the semantics of a language. 
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El:-F, !, G, H, I. 
1 J, I:- !, K, L, M. 
M,:-N, !, 0, P, Q. 
The capital letters in the clauses represent literals such that each capital letter is 
taken from a different predicate (here the word predicate is intended to represent 
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name and the same arity of arguments-a definite clause is a clause with exactly 
one positive literal and zero or more negative literals). Assume that each predicate 
has more than one alternative, that the clauses shown are the first alternatives for 
predicates Ai, Ei, Ii, and Mi respectively (where the subscript i represents the 
number of the clause), and that the cuts shown are the only cuts in the program. 
Assume also that the program progresses without backtracking as follows: 
(1) &ml A S~cc~SSf~!!v mntrhec r1a11w A: \I, ---. * _ , ---....,..-y --.....,- - -,, 
(2) the last literal in Clause A, subsequently matches Clause E,; 
(3) the last literal in Clause E, subsequently matches Clause I,; 
(4) the last literal in Clause I, subsequently matches Clause M,; 
(5) and the last literal in Clause M, finds a successful refutation. 
Since a successful refutation has been achieved, all cuts that would have been 
applied under the traditional cut are applied. Starting at the bottom of the 
run-time stack and working upward, the status of the choice points can be 
described as follows: 
(1) the choice points relating to literals A and B should be cut; 
(2) the choice points relating to literals C and D should not be cut; 
(3) the choice points relating to literals E and F should be cut; 
(4) the choice points relating to literals G and H should not be cut; 
(51 the choice points relating to literals I and J should be cut; 
(6) the choice points relating to literals K and L should not be cut; 
(7) the choice points relating to literals M and N should be cut; 
(8) the choice points relating to literals 0, P and Q should not be cut. 
If the assumption that no backtracking occurred is relaxed, then some of the choice 
points that would have been cut may instead have been exhausted by backtracking. 
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and would have been eliminated by the traditional cut are eliminated. An illustra- 
tion of this would occur in the above program if, for example, all of the clauses in 
predicate Bi fail to contribute to a successful refutation except for the last clause. 
Since all of the alternatives for predicate Bi have been exhausted through back- 
tracking, there is no choice point relating to literal B to be saved on the run-time 
stack, and hence there is no choice point relating to literal B that needs to be cut. 
If all of the choice points are eliminated, the computation ends. If at least one 
choice point remains, the computation continues by iooking for a second successfui 
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refutation. This process can be repeated for arbitrarily many iterations and is 
represented by the notation: [(to-be-cut-choice-point + not-to-be- 
cut_choice_point)*successful refutation]*. For finite computations, this process 
continues until all choice points are either eliminated by the cut or exhausted by 
backtracking. The idea in Prescriptive Specification (2) of treating each successful 
refutation uniformly is not particularly difficult to model. 
Prescriptive Specification (3) deals with failed paths. Failed paths require the 
program to backtrack in search of a successful path. Backtracking in turn requires 
that choice points be exhausted by popping them off the run-time stack. In some 
semantic models, it is possible to store the information needed to remember which 
choice points should be cut in the event of a successful refutation in the very 
choice points that will be exhausted if the path fails. In this way, the program has 
no memory of cuts encountered in failed paths. The sensibility of ignoring cuts in 
failed paths as dictated by Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen by the 
following example: 
A,:-!, B, C. 
A,:-D, E. 
A,:-F, G. 
Suppose that clause A, belongs to a failed path and that clause A, is part of a 
successful refutation path. It doesn’t make much sense to say that since the cut in 
clause A, was intended to eliminate both clauses A, and A, from consideration, 
clause A, should now be eliminated because a successful refutation has been 
achieved; i.e., since a purpose of the cut is to control the search for altematice 
solutions, it doesn’t make much sense to attribute any semantic meaning to a cut 
that wasn’t part of a solution path in the first place. If the programmer intends for 
clause A, to be eliminated in the event that clause A, is part of a successful 
refutation path, he can insert a cut after the positive literal, A,, to yield A, :- !, D, 
E. This gives the programmer more options and hence more flexibility. In the 
above example, this could be useful where it is known that if the first clause 
contributes to a successful refutation, then the second and third clauses are not of 
interest, but if the first clause does not contribute to a successful refutation, both 
the second and third clauses are of interest. 
From a pragmatics point-of-view, a programmer can (best) control program 
execution by placing cuts after the positice literals in a program. For example, the 
meaning of a predicate with a prescribed cut (i.e., a cut subject to prescriptive 
specifications) placed after every positive literal is that the first clause that 
contributes to a successful refutation is selected each time the predicate is called 
and the rest are eliminated. Note that the clause selected may vary on each call to 
the predicate and the negative literals (i.e., subgoals) in the body of the clause 
selected are allowed to search for multiple solutions. Only one choice point (at 
most) is eliminated for each call to the predicate which gives the programmer 
greater control. A negative literal of a clause selected can be restricted (if desired) 
by placing prescribed cuts after the positive literals of the predicate with the same 
name. 
When negation-as-failure is used, the cut sometimes introduces unsoundness 
into PROLOG programs by actually causing them to answer “yes” when they 
should answer “no.” An example taken from [151 is used to illustrate how the 
prescriptive specifications are applied. 
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Other research has been done to address the problems that the cut is intended 
to solve, and higher-level constructs such as if-then-else, conditional-or and one-of 
have been proposed [4,9,10,15,27]. This other research has not been done by using 
denotational models as is done in this paper. Hence, this paper represents the first 
attempt at a denotational solution. Also, the higher-level constructs proposed are 
based on whether or not a clause in a predicate succeeds-not on whether or not a 
clause in a predicate contributes to a successful refutation as is done in this paper. 
Thus, the higher-level constructs, by themselves, do not guarantee soundness. The 
techniques we describe guarantee soundness for one solution but may eliminate 
alternative solutions. When augmented by an algorithm that tests for functionality 
such as the algorithm described in [9], these techniques do even better. For 
example, these techniques could be used on a predicate with an arbitrary number 
of clauses and where the clauses in the predicate have been determined, by 
analysis done prior to the predicate call, to be mutually exclusive. The first clause 
that contributed to a successful refutation (assuming a successful refutation exists) 
would be picked and the remaining clauses eliminated. This could be done on a 
call-by-call basis for every predicate call in the program in a way entirely transpar- 
ent to the programmer with no cuts appearing in the program source code. 
Unfortunately, the problem of determining the functionality of a predicate, in the 
general case, is undecidable [9,20], and so there exist situations in which the 
semantics of the cut described in this paper would be useful but for which no 
formal guarantee exists that altematirle solutions will not be eliminated. 
Admittedly, some PROLOG interpreters allow the user to control the search for 
alternative solutions on an interactive basis. However, this interactive control exists 
only for an entire program. There is no counterpart for restricting some predicates 
and not others. Also, the semantics in the research done here allows the specifica- 
tion of control to be at the level of the PROLOG code rather than at the 
interactive level, which takes a burden off the user. 
There may be situations where it is preferable to use the traditional cut rather 
than the prescribed cut. For example, if a program fails, the prescribed cut has no 
effect on the execution of the program (Prescriptive Specification (3)). If the 
programmer can be certain that the traditional cut cannot eliminate any desirable 
solutions, then the use of the traditional cut may actually cause programs to fail in 
less time. In the general case, of course, it is impossible for a programmer to know 
the traditional cut cannot eliminate any desirable solutions.’ 
This paper assumes that the reader has a knowledge of PROLOG 
[7,14,15,16,241 and denotational semantics [1,12,21,22,2.5]. The content of the 
remaining sections of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the six denotational 
and operational models that are later modified in order to formulate the desired 
semantics using the prescriptive specifications as guidelines; Section 3 describes a 
sample program that is used in Sections 4-9 to illustrate how each of the six 
prescribed models eliminates unsoundness introduced by the cut and at the same 
‘Of all the constructs used in PROLOG to eliminate wasted computation time, none ensures 
completeness. Only the prescribed cut ensures soundness. However, all of the constructs except the 
prescribed cut are capable of eliminating “wasted computation time” in programs that fail, whereas the 
prescribed cut cannot. An analysis of the benefit of using constructs to eliminate “wasted computation 
time” in programs that fail would require a categorization of the types of programs being run and the 
kinds of queries being submitted to those programs. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this article. 
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time saves wasted computation time; Section 4 describes the necessary modifica- 
tions to the denotational model of Jones and Mycroft; Section 5 describes the 
necessary modifications to the denotational model of Debray and Mishra; Section 6 
describes the necessary modifications to the denotational model of Arbab and 
Berry; Section 7 describes the necessary modifications to the operational model of 
Jones and Mycroft; Section 8 describes the necessary modifications to the opera- 
tional model of Debray and Mishra; Section 9 describes the necessary modifica- 
tions to the operational model of Arbab and Berry; Section 10 discusses the 
problem of unsoundness when negation-as-failure is used, Section 11 proves that 
the prescriptive specifications ensure soundness; and Section 12 draws conclusions. 
2. REVIEW OF FORMAL SEMANTIC MODELS 
2.1. The Denotational Model of Jones and Mycroft 
The denotational model of Jones and Mycroft [13] is shown in Figure 1. The 
starting equation is V[rP; + a. Semantic function V processes programs, function 
D processes sentences (sentence :: = clause*), and function B processes the bodies 
of clauses. m.g.u.ss stands for the most general unifier implemented using structure 
sharing. The Uncut function eliminates terminal cuts. The function First eliminates 
a level number from one or more (Subst x Num) pairs. The Num in a (Subst X Num) 
pair provides a mechanism for distinguishing substitutions belonging to different 
environments. Append is a functional that concatenates a sequence of objects 
separated by @. 
2.2. The Denotational Model of Debray and Mishra 
The denotational model of Debray and Mishra [8] is shown in Figure 2. The initial 
equation is GITGlpo(( E y :: nil), f), where po, the limit environment, is defined as 
Jix p.D[rP]( p,ncont). The identity mapping or identity substitution is shown by 
E Y. The null continuation nconf is hxhyhz.nil where x is a predicate name, y a 
tuple of terms, and z a substitution. Environments (Em?) are of the same type as 
continuations (DCont). The difference is that Enu refers to the current clause and 
DCont refers to the “remaining clauses” in a given predicate. The semantic 
function G processes a list of goals, the function L processes a single goal literal, 
function D processes a list of clauses and function C processes a single clause. The 
notation p[p +f] represents the environment p except for the value of p which is 
f. The operator ]/ represents a function application for sequences, 0 is used to 
“collect” the results of applying a function to a sequence, 0 concatenates two 
sequences of substitutions, and 1 projects the variables of interest. FSubst”, , 
which is the set of finite and infinite sequences of substitutions, includes (possibly) 
infinite computations that do useful work. The domain of a finite substitution 4 is 
indicated by dam(+). The rename function takes a set of “old” variable names 
(e.g., for a clause) and replaces these with new variable names in a manner 
consistent with the old variable names. 
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Uncut: (Yh+cx+ 
First: (Subst X Num)+-, Subst+ 
p: Env = Atom -+ Num -+ Subst + Num + (Subst X Num)+ 
B: Body + Num + Env + Subst + Num + (Subst X Num) A 
D: Sentence -+ Env-, Env 
V: Program -+ Subst+ 
BKtrueJmpM = [($,n)] 
Baa A bJrn&n = Append(B[rblmp( 0 0 4)nf) 
(0,n’) E P[rallmN 
where Append t[i] = t[a]@Append (t[i]) 
iEa::b iEb 
andAppendt[i] =xifx=nil,cut,or I 
iEx 
BE“!” A bl]m &n = (B[rbl]m p+n)@cut 
DE[ lhm4n=[ 1 
D[ra’+-b’::c*]pam4n = Uncut((T@u’) 
where CT= B(rb’l](n + l)p( 8 0 $)(n + 1) 
ifO=m.g.u.ss(+oICl,,a,n+l,a’)exists 
= [ ] otherwise 
and cr’ = D[rc*Jpam4n 
where Uncut(a :: k) = a :: Uncut(k) 
and Uncut(cut) = nil 
and Uncut(nil) = nil 
V[rP; +- ql] = First (BiIq]OpIdO) where p = fix D[P4 
where First _L = I 
and First [ ] = [ ] 
andFirst ((+,n)::M) =+::First(M) 
FIGURE 1. Jones and Mycroft denotational semantics of Prolog. 
2.3. The Denotational Model of Arbab and Berry 
The underlying structures of the denotational model of Arbab and Berry [2] are 
based on the Vienna Definition Language (VDL) (refer to [I81 or [26]). In VDL, 
selectors, which begin with “s-,” are functions used to select a component (or part 
of a component) of the abstract machine state. Each component has a state 
represented by 5. The following are abbreviations used in selecting the compo- 
nents of the denotational PROLOG model: 
DBFTR = s-dbptr( 5) {selects the DataBasePoinTeR} 
DB = s-db( g) {selects the DataBase} 
BTPS = s-bpts( g) {selects the BackTrack Point Stack} 
OUTPUT = s-output( E;) (selects the OUTPUT] 
c = s-c(g) {selects the Continuation function). 
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DCont = Predicate + Term + FSubst”, + FSubst; 
DiI I]: Clause* + (Em’ X DCont) --f Em, 
CII II: Clause + (Em x DContj + Enc 
G[l II: Literal* + Em + (Fsubst”, X Bool) -+ (FSubst”, X Bool) 
L[I II: Literal + Enu + (FSubst; x Bool) - (FSubst”, X Bool) 
(D2.1) D[lniln( p, S> = Axhyhz.nil. 
(D2.2) I%,, 1: Cx p, 6 > = C[lcuI( p, (Dm K 6 ))>. 





if /3=fail then (6(p)Y)(cr) 
else ([ Ax.x 1 dom( a)]ll4)O(if cfzag then nil else 
(%)qw), 
where (4,cflag) = GKB,l]p((O 0 (T ::nU),f)]. 
(G2.1) G[nifl]p(O,c$ag) = (O,cflag>. 
(G2.2) GKL::Gllp(0,cfZag) =G[lcllp(L[rLllp(B,cflag)). 
(L2.1) L[r!Jjp(B,cflag) = if 0=nil then (nil, cfzag) else (head(O),t> 
(I-2.2) LUIp(T)MO,cflag) = (4,c@g),where 4= ( p(p)(T))OB. 
FIGURE 2. Debray and Mishra denotational semantics of Prolog 
The selector “s-c” is a special selector in VDL which selects the control tree 
containing the instructions to be executed. In the denotational model, the signa- 
ture of the continuation function C E is-c is represented as 
C E is-value + is-database-pointer + is-database - is-output + is-backtrack- 
point-stack + is-output. 
In VDL, predicates, which begin with “is-,” yield true or false. A structured 
object is shown by (s : o) where s is a selector and o is an object to be selected and 
where o is either a terminal object or another structured object (e.g., (s, : (s2 : p))). 
Since both s, and s2 are functions in (s, : (s2 : p)), the selection of the object p can 
be represented by the composition s2 OS,. The operator p is used to change objects 
whereas p0 creates new objects. If 0 = (s, : (s2 : p)), then creation of the object 0 
could be represented as po(sl : po(sz : p)) and a change in the object 0 from 
(s,:(s,:p)) to (s,:(s*:q)) could be represented as ~(0;s~ os,:q). The operator 
6 deletes an object or part of an object. The null object is represented by R. 
The denotational model is a continuation semantics that has been transformed 
from the instructions of a VDL operational definition of PROLOG. The instruc- 
tions in the VDL definition that are relevant to this paper are seek, set-backtrack- 
point-stack, fail and cut-stack-to-level, which are defined denotationally in Figures 
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3-6 . The M[rseek] semantic equation, which is the main semantic equation for 
solving a top-level goal list, is shown in Figure 3. The MEset-backtrack-point-stack] 
semantic equation, which pushes a backtrack point onto the backtrack point stack, 
is shown in Figure 4. The M[rfail] semantic equation, which causes backtracking to 
occur, is shown in Figure 5. A pop of the backtrack point stack is performed by 
selecting the pointer to the next choice point in the backtrack point stack (i.e., 
s-btps(BTPS)). The h4 [cut-stack-to-level] semantic equation, which eliminates 
backtrack points down to and including the level of the argument represented by n, 
is shown in Figure 6. 
The initial equation is 
M[rseek]pOdlflDBIRfiC. 
The signature of the meaning function M is represented as 
M E is-inst + is-value* + is-database-pointer + is-database + is-backtrack- 
point-stack + is-output -+ is-c. 
M [seek] goals n env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
is-( )(goals) + 
MEprint-bindings] env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
is-( )(bodylistl) + 
M[rseek] tail(goals) n env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
is-cut(body1) + 
MEcut-stack-to-level] level1 DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
is-database-op(body1) + 
M(rdo-database-op] body1 DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
is-var(body1) -+ 
A4 [seek] var-deref n env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
T+ 
Where: 
Maset-database-pointer] firstgoal DBPTR DB BTPS 
OUTPUT Cl 
Cl u DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT = 
M [database-seek3 firstgoal restgoals n env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
goal1 = elem( l)(goals) 
level1 = s-level(goal1) 
bodylistl = s-body-list(goal1) 
body1 = elem( l)(bodylistl) 
firstgoal = pLg( (s-body-list : bodyl)), (s-level : levell)) 
restgoals = G(goals; elem( 1) 0 s-body-list 0 elem( 1)) 
var-deref = lookup( pO( (s-term : bodyl), (s-level : level))) 
For: is-goal-list(goals)& is-n(n)& is-env(env) 
FIGURE 3. Arbab and Berry M[rseek] semantic equation. 
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MEset-backtrack-point-stack] n DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
C fi DBPTR DB BTPSl OUTPUT 
Where: 
BTPSl = /L”((s-C: C), 
(s-dbptr : po((s-n: 
(s-dDBPTR) + I), 
(s-pname : s-pname(DBPTR)))), 
(s-level : n), 
(s-btps : BTPS)) 
FIGURE 4. Arbab and Berry Maset-backtrack-point-stack] semantic equation. 
2.4. The Operational Model of Jones and Mycroft 
The operational model of Jones and Mycroft [13] is shown in Figure 7. The initial 
instruction is Transition Rule 1. The notation (a A b, m, d) is one element of a stack 
in which “a” is the next goal literal to be solved, “b” is the rest of the goals in the 
goal list, “m” is the renaming index, and “d” is a state called the dump which is 
used for the cut. If only one goal exists, then “a” is assumed to be that goal and 
(a A b) = (a A true). Following this first element of the stack is “9 which is the rest 
of the stack, 4 which is a substitution, c* which represents the remaining clauses in 
the program, “n” which is the level of the computation, and g which is the rest of 
the state of the machine. 
2.5. The Operational Model of Debray and Mishra 
The operational model of Debray and Mishra [8] is shown in Figure 8. The initial 
instruction is either (12.5) if unification is successful or (12.6) if unification fails. In 
these instructions, ((L :: G, “;>, D) :: F,, 4, C’) :: Sr can be thought of as represent- 
ing a run-time stack. The notation (L :: G, VP, D) is a frame in which L is the next 
goal literal to be solved, G is the rest of the goals in the goal list, ‘/;, is the set of 
variables that are relevant to the parent goal, and D is a stack used for the cut. 
Following this frame is F, which is the rest of the framelist, 4 which is a 
substitution, C which represents the clauses in the program, and St which is the 
rest of the run-time stack. 
M[rfail] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
is-a(clause) + 
C DBPTR DB s-btps(BTPS)Cl 




(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))) 
clause = s-n(s-dbptr(BTPS)) 0 (s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))(DB)) 
Cl = M[rfaiij DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
c2 = M[rs-c(BTPS)I] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
FIGURE 5. Arbab and Berry M[Ifaill] semantic equation. 
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M[rcut-stack-to-level] n DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
s-level(BTPS) = n + 
MKpop-backtrack-point-stack] n DBPTR DB BTPS 
OUTPUT C 
Where: 
M[rpop-backtrack-point-stack] n DBPTR DB BTPS 
OUTPUT Cl 
Cl v DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT = 
M[Icut-stack-to-level] n DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT 
FIGURE 6. Arbab and Berry M[rcut-stack-to-level3 semantic equation. 
u : State = (Stack X Subst X Clause* X Num)* 
s: Stack = (Body X Num X Dump)* 
d: Dump = State 
Start State = ((q, 0, nil) :: nil, Id, P, 0) :: nil 
Stop State = nil 
Transition rules 
(1) Apply clause to select subgoal, saving v as Dump for cut 
((a A b,m,d)::s, 4, (a’ + b’)::c*,n):: cr 
+ ((b’,n+ l,a)::(b,m,d)::s, 
f?o4,P,n+l)::a’ 
if 0= m.g.u.ss (4 0 i+hm,,,a,n + 1,a’) exists 
c ’ otherwise 
where p’=((ar\b,m,d)::s,4,c*,n)::cr 
(2) Goal not (further) satisfiable : backtrack 
((a A b, m, d) :: s, 4, nil, n) :: U’U 
(3) Cut operator: remove part of backtrack stack 
(( “!“A b,m,d)::s, $,c*,n) :: V+ 
((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: d 
(4) Satisfied goal: continue with brother goals 
((true,m,d)::s,d,c*,n):: V+ 
(s, 4, P, n) :: fl 
(5) Satisfied main goal: produce output and backtrack 
(nil, 4,c*,n):: V+ (T 
FIGURE 7. Jones and Mycroft operational semantics of Prolog. 
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Frame : : = (Atom*, VP, Stack) 
FrameList :: = nil[Frame :: FrameList. 
Stack:: =nil~(FrameList,Subst,Clause*) ::Stack. 
(12.1) interphil, P) = nil. 
(12.2) intetp(( nil, 4, C) :: St, P> = 4 :: intep(St, P). 
(12.3) intetp(( F, :: FRest, 4, nil) :: St, P) = intetp(St, P). 
(12.4) interp(( (! :: A, V , 0) :: F,, 4, C) :: St, P) = 
interp(( (A, 4, D) :: F,,, 4, P) :: D, P). 
(12.5) interp(( (L :: G,f$, D) :: F,,, 4, (H,, :-B,,) :: C) :: St,,, PXL # ‘!‘> = 
interp(( F, :: F, :: F,, 0 0 4, P) :: St,, P), where 
H, :-B, =rename((H,,:-B,), dam(4)); 
O= unifl( 4( L), H,)( #fail); 
Vi = dom( 4); 
Fz=(B,,c,St,,); F, =(G,V,,D); 
st,=((L::G,V,,~)::F,,~,c)::st,,. 
(12.6) interp(((L:: G, Vp, 0):: F,, &(H,, :-&I:: C) :: St,, PXL #‘!‘I = 
interp((( L :: G, VP, D) :: F,, $,C> :: St,,, P), where 
H, :-B, =rename((H,:-B,,), dam(4)), and unifi( 4(L),H,) =fuil. 
(12.7) interp(((nil, I$, D) :: F,, 4, C) :: St, P) = interp(( F,, 4 L I$, P) :: St, P). 
FIGURE 8. Debray and Mishra operational semantics of Prolog. 
2.4. The Operational Model of Arbab and Berry 
The operational model of Arbab and Berry [2], which is the basis for the denota- 
tional model, is expressed in VDL instructions. The initial state is represented as: 
is-initial-state(x) = ( 3program) (is-goals-l&( program) & 
x = pLg( s-db : is-database), (s-c : seek( program, 0, a) )) ) . 
The instructions relevant to this paper are shown in Figures 9-12. The seek(goals, 
n, env) instruction, which is the main instruction for solving a top-level goal list, is 
shown in Figure 9. The set-backtrack-point-stack(n) instruction, which pushes a 
backtrack point onto the backtrack point stack, is shown in Figure 10. The fail 
instruction, which causes backtracking to occur, is shown in Figure 11. A pop of the 
backtrack point stack is performed by selecting the pointer to the next choice point 
in the backtrack point stack (i.e., s-btps(BTPS)). The cut-stack-to-level(n) instruc- 
tion, which eliminates backtrack points down to and including the level of the 
argument represented by n, is shown in Figure 12. 
3. A SAMPLE PROGRAM 
A sample program is used throughout to illustrate the various ways of effecting the 
prescriptive specifications in different models. The assumption is made that the 
programmer knows ahead of time that only one solution to the program exists. The 
sample program is shown in Figure 13. The search space for the program is shown 
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seek( goals, n , env) = 
is-( )(goals) + print-bindings(env) 
is-( )(bodylistl) --f seek(tail(goals), n,env) 
is-cut(body1) -+ cut-stack-to-level(level1) 
is-database-op(body1) + do-database-op(body1) 
is-var(body1) -+ seek(var-deref, n, env) 
T + database-seek(firstgoa1, restgoals, n, env) 
set-database-pointer(firstgoa1) 
Where: 
goal1 = elem( l)(goals) 
level1 = s-level(goal1) 
bodylistl = s-body-list(goal1) 
body1 = elem(l)(bodylistl) 
firstgoal = p,,( ((s-body-list : bodyl)), (s-level : levell)) 
restgoals = G(goals; elem( 1) 0 s-body-list 0 elem( 1)) 
var-deref = lookup( /*e( (s-term : bodyl)), (s-level : level))) 
For: is-goal-list(goals)&is-n(n)& is-env(env) 
FIGURE 9. Arbab and Berry seek(goals, n, env) instruction. 
in Figure 14. The purpose of the program is to see if the goal can deduce from the 
facts that three people are seated in a row. If run to completion with no cuts 
applied, the program will make thirteen attempts at unification, represented by the 
thirteen nodes in Figure 14. In numbering the nodes, the normal depth-first, 
left-to-right search strategy is assumed. Attempts 1 and 2 succeed, 3 to 5 fail, 6 
succeeds, 7 and 8 fail, 9 succeeds and produces the answer substitution (A = jack, 
B = Sarah, C = jay), 10 succeeds, and 11 to 13 fail. Attempts 10 to 13 represent 
wasted computation time. 
The semantics of the traditional cut result in the program terminating after five 
attempts at unification. This, of course, results in an unsound program. If the cut is 
removed, the program runs correctly but makes four wasted attempts at unification 
(one of which succeeds and three of which fail). 
set-backtrack-point-stack(n) = 
s-btps: pO( (s-c: C), 
(s-dbptr : po( (s-n: 
(s-n(DBPTR) + l), 
(s-pname : s-pname( DBPTR))) ) , 
(s-level : n) , 
For: is-n(n) 
(s-btps : BTPS)) 
FIGURE 10. Arbab and Berry set-backtrack-point-stack(n) instruction. 




s-btps : s-btps(BTPS) 
s-c : fail 
s-c : s-c(BTPS) 
Where: 
s-dbptr: p,,((s-pname :s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))), 
(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))) 
clause = s-n(s-dbptr(BTPS)) 0(s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))(DB)) 
FIGURE 11. Arbab and Berry fail instruction. 
If the prescriptive specifications are effected, cuts are encountered at Nodes 2, 
6, and 9. The cut at Node 2 should be ignored since it is encountered only in failed 
paths (i.e., the paths represented by Nodes l-2-3, l-2-4, and l-2-5). The cuts 
encountered at Nodes 6 and 9 are encountered in a successful refutation path (i.e., 
the path represented by Nodes l-6-9). The cut at Node 6 eliminates the subtree 
with Root Node 10. The cut at Node 9 does not eliminate any nodes because it is 
the last clause of the predicate seated-in-order. The cut at Node 9 would have an 
effect if more clauses were added to the end of the predicate seated-in-order. 
These extra clauses would be eliminated. 
The cut at Node 6 illustrates why it is important to include the word only in the 
Prescriptive Specification (3) requirement of “ignore cuts encountered only in 
failed paths.” Otherwise, an ambiguity would exist between Prescriptive Specifica- 
tion (1) and Prescriptive Specification (3) for cuts encountered in both failed 
path(s) and successful refutation path(s). The cut encountered at Node 6 is a part 
of two failed paths (i.e., Paths l-6-7 and l-6-8) and one successful refutation path 
(i.e., Path l-6-9). Because of Path l-6-9, the cut encountered at Node 6 is not a cut 
encountered only in failed paths. 
4. ADDING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE UNCUT FUNCTION 
In the PROLOG denotation of Jones and Mycroft [13], Prescriptive Specifications 
(1) and (2) can be effected without making any changes to the semantic model. 
Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected by restricting the order of evaluation to 
specify that no cuts are applied until a successful refutation is reached and that all 
cuts in the denotation are applied at the point of a successful refutation. Applying 
cut-stack-to-level(n) = 






FIGURE 12. Arbab and Berry cut-stack-to-level(n) instruction. 
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seated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :- seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
seated_in_order(john, sue):-!. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay):-!. 
?-seated_in_a_row(A, B, C). 
FIGURE 13. A sample program. 
all cuts in the denotation assumes that cuts encountered in failed paths have been 
eliminated as explained below. Prescriptive Specification (2) is effected by repeat- 
ing the process of delaying the application of cuts until a successful refutation is 
reached and applying all cuts in the denotation at the point of a successful 
refutation for each successive successful refutation. 
Prescriptive Specification (3) can be effected by modifying the Uncut function 
which is used in semantic equation D as follows: 




-- _____ _----- ------- 
2nd Level 
Goal: 2 seated_in_order(X.Y)l 6 10 
6 
-- ----- ----- -- 
3 4 5 7 8 9 11 12 13 
3rd Level 
Goal: seated_in_order(Y.Z)1 
------- ------- ------_- 
Clauses for Nodes: 
= seated_in_a_row(X,Y,Z) :- seated_in_order(X.Y), seated_in_order(Y,Z). 
seated_in_order(john,sue) :- !. 
seated_in_order(jack.sarah) :- !. 
seated_in_order(sarah,jay) :- !. 
FIGURE 14. Graph of search space for a sample program. 
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where 
g = B[b’ll(n + l)p(8 0 ~$>(n + 1) 
if 8 = m.g.u.ss (4 0 em,,, a, n + 1, a’> exists 
= [ ] otherwise 
and V’ = D[c*]pam+n. 
The purpose of the Uncut function is to eliminate terminal cuts. A terminal cut 
can be thought of as a cut that would apply if more clauses were added to the 
predicate and should have no effect on the computation for either the traditional 
semantics of the cut or for the prescribed semantics of the cut. The cuts for nodes 
5, 9, 10, and 13 in the sample program (shown in Figure 14) are potential terminal 
cuts because the clause seated_in_order(sarah, jay) := ! is the last clause in the 
predicate seated-in-order. 
The type of the Uncut function is: 
Uncut: (Y A+ (Y+, 
where 
a*={nil,cut). +aX(a^), 
and cy+ is a subset of the list of objects represented by (Y “. In a program run to 
completion, each object in the list is drawn from the set: {nil, cut, answer 
substitution}. The three requirements for the unmodified version of the Uncut 
function are: 
Uncut( a :: k) = a :: Uncut(k) 
and Uncut( cut) = nil 
and Uncut( nil) = nil. 
The Uncut function can be modified by adding a fourth requirement. Let a leaf 
node of a failed path be represented by nil, where nil is assumed to be equivalent 
to [ 1. The following requirement is added: 
Uncut( nil* :: cut :: k) = k. 
This fourth requirement simply says that a cut preceded by zero or more failed 
paths (i.e., not preceded by an answer substitution obtained from a successful 
refutation) is ignored. The usual depth-first, left-to-right search strategy is em- 
ployed. 
In the sample program, the first cut is encountered at the second attempt at 
unification (i.e., the Node 2 in Figure 14). The denotation is shown in Figure 15. 
Segment 15-A of the denotation represents the subtree starting with Node 2. 
Segment 15-B represents the subtrees starting with Nodes 6 and 10. Results are 
returned to the denotation above these segments by way of the (0, n’) E notation. 
The semantic equation 
B[r“!“r\ b]mpr$n = (B(rb]m&n)@cut 
is applied to segment 15-A and inserts “@ cut ” into the denotation. Notice that 
“ A true” is added after “!” to match “ A b” in semantic equation B above. At this 
point, segment 15-B could be eliminated under the unmodified semantics but must 
be retained under the modified semantics since a successful refutation has not 
been reached. 
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First (Append(B[rtruel]O 
fucD 
[rseated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :-seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay):- !.I 
(0 0 Id)n’) 
(0,n‘>E 
Uncut( 
Append(B[rseated_in_order (Y, Z)]l 
fix D 
-Eseated_in_a_row(X. Y, Z) :- seated-in-order (X, Y>, seated_in_order(Y, Z>. 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated-in-order (Sarah, jay):- !.I] 







I BIT 15-A ; 
I 
1 :-! A true I 
j 42 
1 fixD I I 
I I 
i -[seated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :- seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). ; 
I I 
I seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. I 
I I 
I seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. I I I 
I 1 








1 Dif 15-B : 
I 











I I - I I 
I rseated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :-seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 1 
I I I seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. I 
I I 
I I 
I seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. I I I I seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) :- !.4 I I I 
1 ( :-seated-in-order (X,Y)) 1 (A = X, B = Y, C = Z) 1 I 
~-__________________-------________--------___-----___------~ 
))I 
FIGURE 15. Denotation at Node 2 for Jones and Mycroft DS. 
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The point at which the effect of Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen occurs 
at the fifth attempt at unification (i.e., Node 5 in Figure 14). At this point in the 
program, if no cuts have been applied, the denotation is as shown in Figure 16. 
Segment 16-A of the denotation represents the failed paths emanating from Node 
2 (i.e., Paths l-2-3, l-2-4, and l-2-5). Segment 16-B represents the cut encountered 
at Node 2. Segment 16-C represents the subtrees with Root Nodes 6 and 10. 
If the traditional cut is applied, the subtrees with Root Nodes 6 and 10 are 
eliminated and this effectively ends the computation. If the prescribed semantics of 
First (Append(B[rtrue]O 
fix D 
[rseated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :- seated_in_order(X, Y), seated_in_order(Y, Z). 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah):-!. 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay):- !.I] 
(0 0 Id)n’) 
(f3,n’) E 
Uncut( 
Append(B[rseated_in_order (Y, Z)gl 
fix D 
-[seated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :- seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) :- !.I 













; D[I: 16-C : 
I I 
I seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. I 
I 





I [rseated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :-seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
I 
I 
I seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
I 








seated-in-order (X, Y)) 1 (A = X, B = Y, C = Z) 1 I 
~___________________-----------_________--------------------~ 
)N 
FIGURE 16. Denotation at Node 5 for Jones and Mycroft DS. 
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the cut are applied, the fourth requirement of the Uncut function eliminates the 
failed paths emanating from Node 2 and the cut encountered at Node 2 from the 
denotation. 
The point at which a successful refutation occurs is at the ninth attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 9 in Figure 14). Figure 17, which assumes that the prescribed 
semantics have been used, shows a partial listing of the denotation at this point. 
Segment 17-A of the denotation represents the failed Path l-6-7. Segment 17-B 
represents the failed Path l-6-8. Segment 17-C represents the answer substitution 
obtained in the successful refutation Path l-6-9. Segment 17-D represents the 
terminal cut encountered at Node 9. Segment 17-E represents the cut encountered 
at Node 6. Segment 17-F represents the subtree with Root Node 10. 
The Uncut functions can be applied from the innermost to the outermost. The 
terminal cut in Segment 17-D is eliminated by the innermost Uncut function. The 
next two innermost Uncut functions are then applied leaving (0,n’> E [(A = jack, 
B = Sarah, C = jay>, 31. Since B[rtruel] always succeeds, the outermost Uncut 
function is applied to “[(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay), 3]@cut@” followed by 
segment 17-F. Therefore the cut in segment 17-E is not eliminated by the Uncut 
function which means that the subtree with root node 10 is eliminated by the cut. 
This effectively ends the computation. 
5. MODIFYING “SOFT” AND “HARD” CUTS 
In the PROLOG denotation of Debray and Mishra [8], modification of the cut can 
be accomplished by modifying “soft” and “hard” cuts. “Soft” cuts are defined in [S]. 
as cuts which eliminate backtrack points (i.e., choice points) for literals to the left 
of the cut in the clause only. “Hard” cuts, in addition to eliminating the backtrack 
points of literals to the left of the cut, also eliminate backtrack points to subse- 
quent clauses of the predicate. 
Cuts which eliminate backtrack points for literals to the left of the cut are 
represented in [23] by !R and cuts which eliminate backtrack points to subsequent 
clauses of the predicate are represented by !c. Using this notation, “soft” cuts are 
equivalent to !g and “hard” cuts are equivalent to the conjunction (!,, !,). 
Prescriptive Specifications (11, (21, and (3) are effected separately for !K and !c in 
the denotational model of [S]. For !R, Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected by 
restricting the computation to head(f3) (where head( f3) is the first element of the 
potential input substitution list FSubst”,) provided that head(B) contributes to a 
successful refutation. If head(e) fails to contribute to a successful refutation, then 
head(tail(0)) is tried. This process is repeated until a substitution is found that 
contributes to a successful refutation or 13 = nil. In this way, all of the substitutions 
following the first to contribute to a successful refutation are eliminated. Prescrip- 
tive Specification (2) is effected by repeating this process for each !s in every 
successful refutation. Prescriptive Specification (3) is effected by simply returning 
nil (with no evidence of cuts encountered) for failed paths. 
In order to conform to Prescriptive Specifications cl), (2), and (3) with regards to 
I .R, semantic Equation L2.1 is modified from 
L[~!&(~,cJu~) = if e=niZ then (nil, cji’ag) else (kd(e),t>. 




[rseateddin_a_row(X, Y, Z) :- seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) :- !.I] 








































[rseated_in_a_row(X, Y, Z) :-seated-in-order (X, Y), seated-in-order (Y, Z). 
seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) :- !.4 




FIGURE 17. Partial listing of denotation at Node 9 for Jones and Mycroft DS. 
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to 
L[r!]p(0,cfzag) = if 0=nil then (nil,c$!ug> 
else if head( 0) “contn’butes to an answer substitution” 
then (head( 0)) t) 
else L[r!]p( tail( I??), cflug). 
The technical meaning of the phrase “contributes to an answer substitution” is 
intended to be that, given the composition of a substitution sequence 
0, o *2 0 ... 0 0” = /j ans where %,, is an answer substitution, then if 0 is any one of 
the substitutions in the composition, it can be said that 0 contributes to an answer 
substitution. The semantics of the modified equation assumes the normal depth- 
first, left-to-right search strategy. In this way, the first leftmost path that produces 
0,,, will contain bead(0) and the paths to the right which are to be eliminated by 
the cut will contain tail( 8 >. 
For !c, Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected by marking continuations to be 
cut and eliminating the continuations so marked at the point of a successful 
refutation. Continuations only apply to !, and the marking process is based in part 
on the notion of idempotence with respect to !c. As is stated in [Sl, contiguous cuts 
are idempotent, i.e., “L,, !, !, L,” = “L,, !, Lz.” Noncontiguous cuts in the same 
clause must also be idempotent with respect to !c because the second cut (and all 
subsequent cuts) eliminate exactly the same clauses as the first cut. 
The clauses eliminated by !c are referred to as “remaining clauses.” A continua- 
tion of the computation regarding the “remaining clauses” is represented by the 
notation (( G(~)Y)(cT)), where S (a declaration continuation) is a function that 
takes a predicate name (p), a tuple of terms r, and a substitution ((T) and returns 
a sequence of substitutions. A continuation that is not marked to be cut is shown 
as ff(G(p)YXu )) while a continuation marked to be cut is shown as t((G(p)Y)(a )I, 
where f and t are cut flags (cflags). Using this notation and the notion of 





At the point of a successful refutation in any given computation, it is possible to 
have any permutation of continuations not marked to be cut concatenated to 
(using the concatenation operator 0) continuations marked to be cut. This can be 
shown as ... Oanswer substitution((Of(6((p)YXa)))* + (Ot((6(p>r)(cT))>*)*. 
It is important to develop a strategy that marks these continuations accurately. 
The strategy employed takes advantage of the following observations of PROLOG 
in general and of the prescribed denotational model in particular: 
(1) The level of the computation is increased by one for each successful 
unification of a subgoal to a clause head. 
(2) The renaming index for the variables in the clause matched could be the 
number of the increased level (i.e., the top level) of the computation. This 
same renaming index could be assigned to the cuts in the clause. 
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(3) Assuming a depth-first, left-to-right traversal of the search space, each level 
of the computation has exactly one continuation to be marked at any given 
point. This continuation may be the null continuation (i.e., AxhyAz.nil) or a 
nontrivial continuation. Each continuation could take on, as an index, the 
level at which the continuation was generated. 
(4) The indices for the cuts and their associated continuations to be marked 
should always be the same. 
The strategy is to mark a continuation by a cut with the same index. For example, 
!s would be used to mark f((G(p)YXa 11,. 
To see how this works, consider an example in which the computation is at Level 
1 and the current subgoal unifies with the head of the clause: 
A:-B,!,C,!,D. 
This increases the level of the computation to 2 and it is convenient to use 2 as the 
renaming index for the literals in the clause. This can be shown as: 
Even though the cuts do not contain any variables to be renamed, it is convenient 
to use the renaming index for the cuts to distinguish what level of the computation 
with respect to (( s(p)Y)(a)) the cuts apply. This happens because the continua- 
tion for Level 2 is created at the same time that the above unification succeeds. 
This continuation can be shown as f((G(p)YXo >),. Assuming that B2 succeeds, the 
level of the computation is increased to 3. Next, the first cut is encountered. Since 
the first cut has an index of 2, it applies to the continuation with an index of 2, 
meaning that the continuation for Level 2 is marked (i.e., tofl(S(p)YXa>>2 = 
t((G(p)YXa))2). Assuming that C, succeeds, the level of the computation is 
increased to 4. Then a second cut is encountered. The second cut also has an index 
of 2, and so the continuation with an index of 2 is marked again (i.e., 
t 0 t(( 6( p)Y>( c >I, = t(( 6(p)Y)( u )>,>. This example illustrates the idempotence of 
two noncontiguous cuts with respect to !,. 
For !c, Prescriptive Specification (2) is effected by repeating the process of 
marking continuations and eliminating the continuations so marked at the point of 
a successful refutation for each successive successful refutation. Prescriptive Speci- 
fication (3) is effected by removing the mark and index from a continuation at the 
point that the program backtracks to that continuation (i.e., t((G(p)Y)(a))2 
becomes (( s(p)r>( a))). In this way, the denotation has “no memory” of cuts 
encountered in failed paths. 
In order to conform to Prescriptive Specifications (11, (21, and (3) with regards to 
!c, semantic Equation C2.1 is modified from 
C[IIp(T,,):-B,,lK p, S> = [p -fl, where 
f= ASAa.[let(p(F,):-B,) = rename((p(T,>:-B,),dom(a)); 
e = unify( a(S), T, >; 
in 
if /3=fuil then (6(p)Y)((~) 
else ([ Ax.x 1 dom(a)1Il~~O(if @ag then nil else 
(G(p)YXcT)), 
where (@,c@g> = G[TB,l]p((f30 a::nil),f))]. 
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to 
C[rp(TJ:-B$( p, 8) = [p +fl, where 
f = ASAa.[let (p(T,) :-B,) = rename((p(T,,) :- 
B,, ), dom( (T 1); 
if 13 =fuil then (S(p)YXu) 
else ([ hx.x 1 dom( g )]I]@)O(if (@ “produces an answer 
substitution” AND c&g > 
then nil else 
cflag((G(p1YXa))J, 
where (@,cJlag> = GEB,l]p((e 0 (+ :: nil>,f)) I. 
In the above modified semantic equation, the letter “m” represents the index used 
for renaming variables and for distinguishing continuations. Technically, it is not 
necessary that the index used depend in any way on the number of the level of the 
computation. The only requirement is that the renaming index be unique (which is 
required in any case) and that the continuation index be the same number. The 
phrase “produces an answer substitution” in the above equation is intended to mean 
that, given a successful substitution sequence 8, 0 8, 0 ... 0 0, = 0,,, to be gener- 
ated by a program, the substitution @ is said to produce an answer substitution for 
the program if @ = 0,,, at some future point in the computation. 
In the sample program, the first cut is encountered at the second attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 2 in Figure 14). The denotation, just prior to applying 
semantic Equation L2.1, is shown in Figure 18. Segment 18-A of the denotation 
contains the cut that is being applied, and segment 18-B contains the continuation 
to which the cut is being applied. 
The effect of applying Equation L2.1 is to convert (((A = john, B = sue, C = 
Z):: nil>,f> to (((A = john, B = sue, C = Z):: nil), t) and apply the cut flag t to the 
continuation. At this point, the continuation could be eliminated under the 
unmodified semantics but must be retained under the modified semantics since it is 
unclear whether or not (A = john, B = sue, C = Z) will contribute to an answer 
substitution. The modified semantics converts the mark f in front of the continua- 
tion to t. 
The point at which the effect of Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen occurs 
at the fifth attempt at unification (i.e., Node 5 in Figure 141. At this point in the 
program, if no cuts have been applied, the denotation is as shown in Figure 19. 
Segment 19-A of the denotation represents the failed paths emanating from Node 
2 (i.e., Paths l-2-3, l-2-4, and l-2-5). Segment 19-B represents the continuation to 
which the computation must backtrack. The continuation represents the subtrees 
with Root Nodes 6 and 10. 
Under the unmodified semantics, the continuation is eliminated which effec- 
tively ends the computation. Under the modified semantics, the computation 
continues with Node 6. The mark and index for the continuation are removed, and 
the failed paths are reduced to the null continuation (i.e., AxAyAz.nil). Thus, all of 
the evidence of the cut encountered in the failed paths at Node 2 is removed. 
The point at which a successful refutation occurs is at the ninth attempt at 
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seated-in-order (john, sue) :- !. 
seated-in-order (jack, Sarah) :- !. 
seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) :- !.I] 
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FIGURE 18. Denotation at Node 2 for Debray and Mishra DS. 
unification (i.e., Node 9 in Figure 14). The denotation, just prior to applying 
semantic Equation L2.1, is shown in Figure 20. Segment 20-A of the denotation 
contains a cut encountered at Node 9. Segment 20-B contains the part of the 
denotation that is being marked to be cut. Segment 20-B reduces to the null 
continuation (i.e., AxAyAz.nil), so nothing of substance is being eliminated. Seg- 
ment 20-C represents the continuation for the subtree starting at Node 10. The 
continuation in segment 20-C was marked to be cut by the cut encountered at 
Node 6. 
Since the cut was not followed by any literals, the goal list is empty after 
applying Equation L2.1 and a successful refutation is obtained. Therefore, both 
continuations in Figure 20 are eliminated, and this effectively ends the computa- 
tion. It is interesting to note, as an aside, that the nesting of the levels of the 
computation as shown in Figures 18, 19 and 20 and the renaming of variables at 
each successive level bear a resemblance to a block structured language. 
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I 1 ~D~d]( & Axhyhz.nil)((~, :: nil),f)), 
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I___________________----- End Level 1 
FIGURE 19. Denotation at Node 5 for Debray and Mishra DS. 
6. AUGMENTING THE DENOTATION WITH A NUMBER-OF-SUCCESSES 
(NS) COMPONENT 
The purpose of adding a Number-of-Successes (NS) component to the denotational 
model of Arbab and Berry [2] is to distinguish between backtrack points (i.e., 
choice points) that were created during previous successful refutations from 
backtrack points that were created during the current attempt at a successful 
refutation. This component, which expressed in VDL notation is NS = s-ns(g) = 
(s-ns : is-intg), is add e d as an optimization, so that the backtrack points that should 
be eliminated by the cut can be popped off the stack during backtracking rather 
than having to suspend execution while a special utility searches through the 
backtrack point stack (i.e., BTPS for BackTrack-Point-Stack which is the run-time 
stack) in order to eliminate the backtrack points at the time of a successful 
refutation. Backtrack points that should be eliminated by the cut are logically 
eliminated at the point of a successful refutation and later, are physically elimi- 
nated during backtracking. 
In order to accomplish the logical and later the physical elimination of back- 
track points, certain information must be stored locally in each backtrack point as 
it is pushed onto the backtrack point stack. Also, there must be a way of 
distinguishing between refutations globally. The global distinction between refuta- 
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FIGURE 20. Denotation at Node 9 for Debray and Mishra DS. 
tions is accomplished by the NS component which is an integer value that is set to 
zero at the beginning of the computation (i.e., NS = s-ns: p,,((s-ns : 0))) and 
increased by 1 for each successful refutation. The information stored locally in 
each backtrack point is the number of the current refutation being sought (i.e., 
NS + 1 which is shorthand for s-ns : F(NS; (s-ns : (s-ns(NS) + 1)))) and the level to 
which the stack should be cut for literals whose backtrack points are immediately 
followed by a “!” symbol. If a literal is not immediately followed by a “!” symbol, 
then the backtrack point for that literal has a cut stack to level value of null which 
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is represented by 0. In the modifications to the semantic model, the name of the 
variable that stores the number of the current refutation being attempted in each 
backtrack point is ns and the name of the variable that stores the level to which the 
stack should be cut for each backtrack point is cut-to-stack-level (the name 
cut-to-stack-level was chosen instead of the name cut-stack-to-level since a cut- 
stack-to-level equation already exists in the model and the use of identical names 
could cause unnecessary confusion). 
Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected logically by updating NS by 1 at the 
point of a successful refutation and physically during backtracking by cutting the 
stack to the specified level for backtrack points with ns I NS and cut-to-stack-level 
> 0. Prescriptive Specification (2) is effected by distinguishing between backtrack 
points created during previous successful refutations and backtrack points created 
during the current refutation being sought so that ns I NS for all backtrack points 
created during previous successful refutations and ns > NS for all backtrack points 
created during the current refutation being sought. Prescriptive Specifiration (3) is 
effected through backtracking during which backtrack points that belong only to 
failed paths are exhausted. 
This requires that the MEset-backtrack-point-stack3 equation be modified from 
MEset-backtrack-point-stack] n DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
C fi DBPT’R DB BTPSl OUTPUT 
where 
BTPSl = ~,j((s-c : C), 
(s-dbptr : pcj(( s-n : 
(s-n(DBPTR) + l), 
(s-pname : s-pname(DBPTR)))), 
(s-level : n), 
(s-btps : BTPS)) 
to 
MEset-backtrack-point-stack] n DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C = 
C R DBPTR DB BTPSl OUTPUT NS, 
where 
BTPSl = ~“((s-c : C), 
(s-dbptr : p,J(s-n : 
(s-n(DBPTR) + l), 
(s-pname : s-pname(DBPTR)))), 
(s-level : n), 
(s-ns : (s-ns(NS) + l)), 
(s-cut-to-stack-level : 0), 
(s-btps : BTPS)). 
The is-cut predicate in the MEseek] equation is modified from 
is-cut(body1) --f 
M [rcut-stack-to-level] level1 DBPTR DB BTPS OUT- 
PUT C, 








is- 5 (levell,s-level(BTPS)) A 
(is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) V 
is-((levell, s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS))) 
+ M[rmodify-top-of-stack] level1 DBPTR 
DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C, 
where 
level 1 = s-level(goal1) & 
body1 = elem(lXbodylist1). 
The reason for is- I (levell,s-level(BTPS)) is that backtrack point(s) are not created 
for literal(s) which have tried all of the clauses in their respective predicates. There 
is no point in trying to eliminate backtrack points that were not created in the first 
place. The reason for (is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) V is- < (levell, s-cut-to- 
stack-level(BTPS))) is so that the current cut will not overwrite a previous deeper 
cut. If is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) is true, then no previous cut has been 
recorded on top of the stack since the lowest possible value for level 1 is 1. 
The M[rmodify-top-of-stack] equation would be 
M[rmodify-top-of-stack] level1 DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C = 
C 0 DBPTR DB BTPSl OUTPUT NS, 
where 
BTPSl = s-btps : p.(BTPS; (s-cut-to-stack-level : level1 >). 
The only change in the top of the backtrack point stack is to modify (s-cut-to- 
stack-level : cut-to-stack-level) which becomes (s-cut-to-stack-level : levell). 
The fail equation is modified from 
M[rfailn DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C = 
is-Mclause) + 
C DBPTR DB s-btps(BTPS) 
M[rfailjj DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
where 
C DBPTRl DB BTPS OUTPUT 
MEs-c(BTPS)Il DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C, 
DBPTRl = 
pJ(s-pname : s-pnamecs-dbptr(BTPS))), 
(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))) 
clause = s-n(s-dbptr(BTPS)) 0 (s-pnamecs-dbptr(BTPS)XDB)) 
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to 
M[rfail] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C = 
is-Wclause) + 
[is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) + 
C DBPTR DB s-btps(BTPS) 
M[rfail] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C 
T-, 
[is- I (s-ns(BTPS), NS) + 
M [rcut-stack-to-level s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS) 
DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS 
MEfail] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C 
T+ 
C DBPTR DB s-btps(BTPS) 
M[rfaifl DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C] 
where 
C DBPTRl DB BTPS OUTPUT NS 
M[rs-c(BTPS)4 DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C, 
DBPTRl = 
p,J(s-pname : s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))), 
(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))) 
clause = s-n(s-dbptr(BTPS)) 0 (s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS)XDB)). 
The is-( )(goals) predicate in the seek equation is modified from 
is-( )(goals) + 
to 
MEprint-bindings] env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT C 
is-( )(goals) + 
MEadd-to-successes$j DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS 
MEprint-bindingsn env DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C. 
The semantics of the add-to-successes equation would be 
MEadd-to-successes] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS C = 
C DBPTR DB BTPSl OUTPUT NSl, 
where 
NSl = s-ns : p( NS; (s-ns : (s-ns( NS) + 1))). 
In the sample program, the first cut is encountered at the second attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 2 in Figure 14). The denotation at this point in the program 
where the first cut is encountered is 
M[rseek]((( :- !, 2), ( :- seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1)2(A = john, B = sue, C = Z>n DB 
BTPSl fl 0 C. 
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In this seek equation, :- ! represents the cut, 2 is the renaming index for the clause 
in which the cut appears, :- seated_in_order(Y,Z) is the remaining goal to be 
satisfied, 1 is the current renaming index for :- seated_in_order(Y,Z), 2 is the 
current level of the computation, (A = john, B = sue, C = Z) is the current environ- 
ment, DBPTR = a, DB is the entire database, BTPS is set so that the goal:- 
seated_in_order(X, Y) will continue matching against the clause 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah):- ! at level 2, OUTPUT = a, NS = 0, and C is the 
continuation. The NS component would not appear, of course, in the denotation 
without modifications. 
If the semantics without modifications is used, the execution of the above 
equation yields the denotation 
M[rcut-stack-to-level 2 n DB BTPSl Cn C 
M[rseekI[l(( :- seated_in_order(Y, Z)), 1)2(A = john, B = sue, C = Z>fi DB BTPSl 
n c. 
The database pointer in the BTPS points to the clause in the program 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- ! at level 2. Execution of the cut-stack-to-level(2) 
equation leaves (II (which represents the null or empty stack) as the current BTPS. 
If the semantics with modifications is used, the (is-cut(body1) A is- 5 (levell, s- 
level(BTPS)) A (is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) V is- < (levell, s-cut-to-stack-level 
(BTPS)))) predicate of the MEseek] equation is executed causing the cut-to-stack- 
level value of the top of the stack to be set to 2. The denotation is simply 
M[rseek](( :- seated_in_order(Y, Z)), 1)2(A = john, B = sue, C + Z) 
n DB BTPSl Q C. 
The point at which the effect of Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen occurs 
at the fifth attempt at unification (i.e., Node 5 in Figure 14). The denotation at this 
point in the program execution is 
M [Tfaill] DBPTRl DB BTPSl ClL. 
The fail equation causes backtracking to occur. If the equations have not been 
modified, the BTPS becomes the null or empty stack represented by IIL because of 
the cut and execution is halted. If the equations have been modified, the current 
value of NS which is 0 is compared to the value of ns at the top of the stack. Since 
the top value of ns is 1 and ns > NS since 1 > 0, then backtracking occurs with the 
backtrack point at the top of the BTPS. 
The point at which a successful refutation occurs is at the ninth attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 9 in Figure 14). At this point in the execution of the 
program, the denotation is 
M[rseek]( :- !,3)3(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay) fi DB BTPSl fi C. 
Here, the first 3 is the renaming index of the clause being matched at Node 9 
which contains a cut. The second 3 is the level of the computation. 
Since at this point in the program (is-O(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) V is- < 
(levell, s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS))) is true (i.e., is- < (2,3) is true), the execution of 
this equation results in simply 
MEseek] ti 3 (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay) n DB BTPSl fi C. 
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Since (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay) is an answer substitution, the denotation 
becomes 
M [add-to-successes] DBPTR DB BTPS OUTPUT NS 
M[rprint-bindings] (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay) DBPTRl DB BTPSl 
OUTPUT NS C. 
The execution of MEadd-to-successes+ causes the value of NS to be updated from 
0 to 1. Since for the backtrack point on the backtrack point stack ns I NS, this 
backtrack point is eliminated from the backtrack point stack which then becomes 
the null or empty stack represented by KR and the computation ends. 
7. MAINTAINING ALTERNATIVES FOR BACKTRACKING IN AN 
SECD-STYLE INTERPRETER 
The methods in this section have a universal nature in the sense that they can be 
applied to more than one semantic model (c.f. the next section on Maintaining 
Alternatives for Backtracking Using a Frame-Based Interpreter). The prescriptive 
specifications in this “universal method” are effected in the SECD-style interpreter 
of Jones and Mycroft [13] by maintaining two alternatives for backtracking. The 
dump is that part of the run-time state to which the program backtracks when 
encountering a cut. The dump in the unmodified semantics is equivalent to one of 
the alternatives for backtracking in the modified semantics. This alternative for 
backtracking is called the successful_refutation_path_alternative because it is the 
alternative that is chosen upon completion of a successful refutation. The dump in 
the unmodified semantics is equivalent to the other alternative for backtracking 
with the exception that no choice points are eliminated from the dump at the point 
where a cut is encountered. This other alternative for backtracking is called the 
failed-path-alternative because it is the alternative chosen as long as a successful 
refutation has not been achieved. 
Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected by choosing the successful-refutation 
path-alternative and discarding the failed-path-alternative at the point of a 
successful refutation. Prescriptive Specification (2) is effected by repeating the 
process of choosing the successful-refutation-path-alternative and discarding the 
failed-path-alternative at the point of a successful refutation for each successive 
successful refutation. The two alternatives are only needed for refutations in which 
one or more cuts are encountered. Prescriptive Specification (3) is effected through 
backtracking by exhausting choice points that belong to failed paths. 
The state u can be expressed recursively as 
v :: = ((a r\ b,m,d)::s,4,c*,n):: alnil. 
In the modified semantics, the symbol c is used to represent the present state and 
the symbol u’ is used to represent the next state. In this way, if a choice point (i.e., 
(a A b, m,d) :: s, +,c*,n) is pushed onto the state, then tl(a ‘) = (+, and if a choice 
point is popped off the state, then tl(a) = u ‘. The symbol u” represents the 
successful -refutation-path-alternative and the symbol u ” represents the failed- 
path-alternative. The two alternatives are shown as [{a”} + {u “‘)I where the + 
operator indicates that either alternative can be chosen at any point in the 
computation. 
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The method used here is to treat the state u as consisting of two alternatives 
when a cut is encountered. The relationship of the potential beginning of the two 
alternatives ((a A b, m, d) :: s, $J, c*, n)” = ((a A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n)“’ necessarily holds 
in Rules 1, 3, 4 and 5, but may or may not hold in Rule 2, which is for backtracking 
(see Figure 7). If the equivalency ((a A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n)” = ((a A b, 
m, d) :: s, c$, c*, n)rn holds, then the top choice point is popped off both alternatives 
simultaneously, whereas if it does not hold, then the top choice point is popped off 
the failed-path-alternative while the successful-refutation-path-alternative re- 
mains as is. 
For the purpose of applying the rules, if ((a A b, m,d):: s, 4, c*,nY’ = ((a A 
b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n)“’ then [{((a A b, m, d) :: s, c$, c*, n)” :: (T”] + (((a A 
b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n)nr :: a”‘}] can be rewritten as ((a A b,m,d):: s, +,c*,n)::[{a”] + 
{o”‘]], which is a more convenient notation for showing a pop of the top choice 
point from the run-time state. The choice point ((a A b,m,d) f: s, ~P,c*,n) is popped 
off the run-time state during backtracking (see Rule 2), leaving [{a”} + {a “‘)I. 
Rule 1 is modified from 
1. Apply clause to select subgoal, saving u as Dump for cut 
((a A b, m, d) :: s, $,(a’ + b’) :: c*, n) :: (T 
-((b’,n+ l,a)::(b,m,d)::s, 
f304,P,n+l)::a 
if 8 = m.g.u.ss (4 0 ij~~, a, n + 1, a’) exists 
(T ’ otherwise 
to 
where CT’ =((a A b,m,d)::s, +,c*,n):: CT. 
1. Apply clause to select subgoal, saving a, as Dump for cut 
((a A b,m,d)::s, +,(a’ +- b’)::c*,n):: (T 
-+((b’,n+ l,ag)::(b,m,d)::s, 
8o@,P,n+l)::a’ 
if 8 = m.g.u.ss (C#I 0 ICI,, a, n + 1, a’) exists 
u ’ otherwise 
where u ’ = ((a A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: u 
and where ad is determined as follows: 
if u has only one alternative 
then a, = u 
else if u has two alternatives 
then a, = a”. 
If u has two alternatives, then u’ can be rewritten as [{((a A b, 
m, d) :: s, 4, c*, nY’ :: a”] + {((a A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n),, :: u “‘}I. The left alternative 
(i.e., the alternative on the left of the + operator) represents the remaining state 
of the program if the refutation procedure succeeds (Rule 5). The right alternative 
(i.e., the alternative on the right of the + operator) represents the remaining state 
if a level of the computation fails (cf. Rule 2 when hd(u” ) f hd(u “‘)). 
Rule 2 is modified from 
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2. Goal not (further) satisfiable : backtrack 
((aAb,m,d)::s,+,nil,n)::a-a. 
to 
2. Goal not (further) satisfiable : backtrack 
((aAb,m,d)::s,~,nil,n)::a+a’ 
where (T ’ is determined as follows : 
if (T has only one alternative 
then U’=F 
else if u has two alternatives 
and hd( (T n ) = hd( u “‘) 
then (T’ = [{F”} + (CT”‘}] 
else if (T has two alternatives 
and hd( u”) + hd( (T “‘) 
then u’ = hd{u”‘} :: [{a”) + tl{ a”‘)]. 
Rule 3 is modified from 
3. Cut operator : remove part of backtrack stack 
((“!“A b,m,d) ::s, +,c*,n) :: CT--) 
((b,m,d)::s,4,c*,n)::d. 
to 
3. Cut operator : remove part of backtrack stack 
cc“!” A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: u + 
((b,m,d)::s, &c*,n>:: u’ 
where u’ is determined as follows: 
if u has only one alternative 
then u’ = [(d} + {u)] 
so that ((b,m, d):: s, $,c*,n) is concatenated to both d&u 
to give [K(b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: d) + {((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: (+)I 
which can be rewritten as ((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: [{d} + (u}] 
else if u has two alternatives 
then u’ = [{d} + {a”‘)] 
so that ((b, m,d):: s, 4,c*, n) is concatenated to both d&u”’ 
to give [{((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: d} 
+ {((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: u “‘)I 
which can be rewritten as ((b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n) :: [{d} + {u “‘}I. 
Rule 4, which is invoked when a goal has been satisfied, is applied to both 
alternatives if two alternatives exist. Rule 5 is modified from 
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5. Satisfied main goal : produce output and backtrack 
(nil,+,c*,n):: U+ (T. 
to 
5. Satisfied main goal : produce output and backtrack 
(nil, 4, c*, n):: u + u ’ 
where CT’ is determined as follows: 
if u has only one alternative 
then (T’= w 
else if u has two alternatives 
then U’ = u”. 
In the sample program, the first cut is encountered at the second attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 2 in Figure 14). The state of the machine at the point where 
the first cut is encountered is 
((! A true, 2, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil):: nil, Id, nil, 0):: nil 
) 
:: (seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0,nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), P, 2) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y) A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil)::(true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
(seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) + !; 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay) +- !>, 1) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A,B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil. 
The applicable rule is Rule 3. This rule applies to ((,‘!” A b, m, d) :: s, 4, c*, n> :: (T 
where 
“!” A b = ! A true, 
m = 2, 
d = ((seated- _ _ in a row(A,B,C) A true,O,nil)::nil,Id,nil,O)::nil, 
s = (seated_in_order(Y,Z),l,nil):: (true,O,nil) ::nil, 
4=(A=john,B=sue,C=Z), 
c* = P 2 
n = 2, and 
u = “the rest of the run-time state .” 
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If Rule 3 is applied without modification, the state becomes 
((true, 2, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl A true, 0, nil) :: nil, Id, nil, 0) :: nil 
1 
:: (seated_in_order(Y, Z>, 1, nil) :: true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
((A = john, B = sue, C = Z), P, 2) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 01:: nil. 
If the modified Rule 3 is applied, the state becomes as shown in Figure 21. 
Segment 21-A of the machine state represents the successful_refutation_path_al- 
ternative and segment 21-B of the machine state represents the faileddpath-alter- 
native. 
The point at which the effect of Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen occurs 
at the fifth attempt at unificiation (i.e., Node 5 in Figure 14). The state of the 
machine at this point in the program execution if the rules have been applied 
without modification is 
((seated_in_order(Y, Z> A true, 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
nil, 2) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil. 
(true, 2, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, Id, nil, 0) :: nil 
) 
:: ((seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), P, 2) :: 
~_____---__---__-____---__--_________--___----------___-_---~ 
/ [I(< seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 21-A j 
I Id,nil,O)::nil) I I 
L___________________---------___--__________________________~ 
+ 
$( I seated-in-order (X, Y) A 21-B I 
I 
I 







(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
I 
I 




) seated-in-order (Sarah, jay) + !), 1) :: I I 




I Id,nil,O) :: nil}]. I I 
L____________________________---__-----_-__--------_________~ 
FIGURE 21. State of the machine at Node 2 for Jones and Mycroft OS after applying 
modified Rule 3. 
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Applying Rule 2 gives 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 01:: nil. 
Applying Rule 2 again gives 
nil 
which is the stop state. 
The state of the program if the modified rules have been applied so far is 
((seated_in_order(Y, Z> A true, 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Zl, 
nil, 2) :: 
[(((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil) 
+ 
{((seated_in_order(X, Yl A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
(seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) + !; 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay> +- !>, 11:: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0):: nil}]. 
Applying Rule 2 when hd( u U 1 f hd( u “‘1 yields 
((seated_in_order(X, Y> A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
.. nil,  
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
(seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) + !; 
seated_in_orderGarah, jay> +- !), 1) :: 
[K(seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 01:: nil} 
+ 
{((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil}]. 
Since the successful-refutation-path-alternative and the failed-path-alterna- 
tive are the same at this point in the computation, the machine state can be 
rewritten as 
((seated_in_order(X, Y> A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z>, 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
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(seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) c !; 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay) +- !>, 1) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil. 
Thus, the choice points that would have been eliminated by the cut at Node 2 were 
instead exhausted through backtracking. 
The point at which a successful refutation occurs is at the ninth attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 9 in Figure 14). At the time a cut is encountered at Node 9, 
the state of the machine is 
((! A true, 3, 
(((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil) 
) 
:: (true, 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay), 
P, 3) :: 
((seated_in_order(Y, Z) A true, 1, nil) :: 
(true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z), 
nil, 2) :: 
[{((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil} 
+ 
{((seated_in_order(X, Y) A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay) +- !, 1) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil)]. 
Applying Rule 3, where d = (((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, Id, nil, 0) :: nil), gives 
((true, 3, 
(((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil) 
) 
:: (true, 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay), 
P, 3) :: 
[(((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil) 
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+ 
{((seated_in_order(Y, Z) A true, 1, nil) :: 
(true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z), 
nil, 2) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y> A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay> + !, 1) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil}]. 
At the point an answer substitution is achieved, the state is 
(nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay>, 
P, 3) :: 
[{((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil] 
+ 
(((seated_in_order(Y, Z) A true, 1, nil) :: 
(true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z), 
nil, 2) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y> A 
seated_in_order(Y, Z), 1, nil) :: (true, 0, nil) 
:: nil, 
(A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay) + !, 1) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0 :: nil]]. 
Applying Rule 5 selects the successful-refutation-path-alternative of the state 
and yields the answer (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay). The next state is 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl A true, 0, nil) :: nil, 
Id, nil, 0) :: nil. 
Then, Rule 2 gives nil which is the stop state. 
8. MAINTAINING ALTERNATIVES FOR BACKTRACKING USING A FRAME- 
BASED INTERPRETER 
Again, the methods in this section have a universal nature in the sense that they 
can be applied to more than one semantic model (c.f. the previous section on 
Maintaining Alternatives for Backtracking in an SECD-Style Interpreter). The 
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prescriptive specifications in this “universal method” are effected in the frame- 
based interpreter of Debray and Mishra [S] by maintaining two alternatives for 
backtracking. The dump is that part of the run-time stack to which the program 
backtracks when encountering a cut. The dump in the unmodified semantics is 
equivalent to one of the alternatives for backtracking in the modified semantics. 
This alternative for backtracking is called the successful_refutation_path_alterna- 
tive because it is the alternative that is chosen upon completion of a successful 
refutation. The dump in the unmodified semantics is equivalent to the other 
alternative for backtracking with the exception that no choice points are eliminated 
from the dump at the point where a cut is encountered. This other alternative for 
backtracking is called the failed-path-alternative because it is the alternative 
chosen as long as a successful refutation has not been achieved. 
Prescriptive Specification (1) is effected by choosing the successful-refutation- 
path-alternative and discharging the failed-path-alternative at the point of a 
successful refutation. Prescriptive Specification (2) is effected by repeating the 
process of choosing the successful-refutation-path-alternative and discarding the 
failed-path-alternative at the point of a successful refutation for each successive 
successful refutation. The two alternatives are only needed for refutations in which 
one or more cuts are encountered. Prescriptive Specification (3) is effected through 
backtracking by exhausting choice points that belong to failed paths. 
The run-time stack St can be expressed recursively as 
St:: = ((L::G,~~,D)::F,,,~,C)::StInil. 
In the modified semantics, the symbol St is used to represent the run-time stack of 
the present state and the symbol St’ is used to represent the run-time stack for the 
next state. In this way, if a choice point (i.e., ((L :: G, I’?, 0) :: F,, 4, C)) is pushed 
onto the run-time stack, then tl(St’> = St and if a choice point is popped off the 
run-time stack, then tl(St) = St’. The symbol St” represents the successful-refuta- 
tion-path-alternative and the symbol St”’ represents the failed-path-alternative. 
The two alternatives are shown as [(St”) + {St”‘}] where the + operator indicates 
that either alternative can be chosen at any point in the computation. 
The method here is again to treat the run-time stack St as consisting of two 
alternatives when a cut is encountered. The relationship of the potential beginning 
of the two alternatives ((L :: G, 1/;,, 0) :: Fo, 4,C)” = ((L :: G, VP, 0) :: Fo, Q,C>“’ 
necessarily holds in Rules 12.1, 12.2, 12.4, 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7, but may or may not 
hold in Rule 12.3, which is for backtracking (see Figure 8). If the equivalency 
((L::G,I/,,D)::F,,,~,C)” ~((L::G,V,,D)::F,,~,C)“’ holds, then the top 
choice point is popped off both alternatives simultaneously, whereas if it does not 
hold then the top choice point is popped off the failed-path-alternative while the 
successful-refutation-path-alternative remains as is. 
For purpose of applying the rules, if ((L :: G, Vv, 0) :: F,, 4, C)” 3 
((L: :: G, V,, 0) :: F,, 4, C)“’ then [{((L :: G, “;,, 0) :: F,,, 4, C)” :: St”) + 
(((L :: G, VP, 0) :: F,, 4, C)“’ :: St”‘}] can be rewritten as ((L :: G, 
VP, 0) :: F,, 4, C) :: [{St”] + {St”‘]], which is a more convenient notation for show- 
ing a pop of the top choice point from the run-time stack. The choice point 
((L :: G, V,, 0) :: F,, 4, C) is popped off the run-time stack during backtracking 
(see Rule 12.3) leaving [{St”} + {St”‘}]. 
Rule 12.1 which collects the answer substitutions needs no modification. Rule 
[L,,W + {a)] = rlS uaw 
saqeu.Ia$~l? OMJ sey 1s J! asja 
[IJSI + {aN 




ahgeu~alle au0 lcluo sey is J! 
:sMollo3 srz payunalap s! ,~s a.taqM 
‘(d ‘,lS :: (d ‘+ “d :: (a ‘“/1 ‘~)))UkW4? 
=(d‘ls::(~‘~‘“~::(a”‘/l’b’::i)))~Aalu? (p’z1) 
‘(d ‘a :: (d ‘@ ‘OhJ :: (a f/j ‘y)))dwu? 
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(414 WPq f ( ,,WPY Pue 
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‘(d ‘, l,+WUj = (d ‘1s :: (1.W ‘$’ ‘ISaud :: o~))~W+ (E’ZI) 
‘(d ‘lS)~W~ = ( d ‘1s :: (I+ ‘$J ‘lSa$f,$ :: ‘J))drW! (E’ZI) 
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sahyewalpz om sey is 3! asla 
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:SMOllO3 se pauywap S! ,lS a.LTqM 
‘(d ‘,l#W? :: $’ = (d ‘3s:: (3 ‘$ ‘]?U))dW? (Z’ZI) 
‘(d‘lS)drW::$ = (d‘lS::(~‘~‘~~U))dr~lU? (Z’zI) 
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so that ((A, VP, D) :: F,, c$, P) is concatenated to both 
D&St”’ 
to give [{((A, I$, D) :: F,, 4, P> :: D) 
+{((A&, D)::F,, 4, P)::St”‘}] 
which can be rewritten as ((A,?], D) :: F,,, 4, P) :: 
[{D} + {St”‘}]. 
Rule 12.5 is modified from 
(12.5) interp(((l::G,V~,D)::F,,~,(H,,:-B,)::C)::St,,P)(L #‘!‘I= 
inqd(Fz :: F, :: F,,, 8 0 4, P) :: St,, PI, where 
H, :-B, = renameW,, :-B,), dom(~II; 
0 = unijj(C$(L), H,)(#tfuil); 
r/;; = dom(~); 
F, = (B&‘&J; F, = (W’,,,D); 
St, = ((L :: G, I$D> :: F,), +,C) :: St,. 
to 
(12.5) interp(((l::G,I/;,, D):: Fo, 4,(/I, :-B,,)::C)::St,, PXL z‘!‘) = 
interp(( F, :: F, :: F,, 8 0 4, P) :: St;, P>, where 
H, :-B, = rename((H, :-Z&I, dom( 4)); 
8 = uniJL(c$(L>, H,X#fuiO; 
7; = dom( f$>; 
Fz = @,,I/;:&); F, = (G&D); 
St, = ((L :: G, V,, D) :: Fo, 4, C) :: St,. 
where St; is determined as follows: 
if St, has only one alternative 
then St; = St, 
else if St, has two alternatives 
then St,‘, = St;;. 
If St,, has two alternatives, then St; can be rewritten as [{((L :: G, 
“;I, D) :: F,, 4, C)” :: St{;} + {((I, :: G, Vp, D) :: F,, 4, C)“’ :: Sr{;}]. The left alterna- 
tive (i.e., the alternative on the left of the + operator) represents the remaining 
state of the program if the refutation procedure succeeds (Rule 12.2). The right 
alternative (i.e., the alternative on the right of the + operator) represents the 
remaining state if a level of the computation fails (cf. Rule 12.3 when hd(St”> f 
hd( St “‘)>. 
Rule 12.6 which is applied when unifl(+(L>, H,) = fail needs no modification. 
Rule 12.7, which is invoked when a goal has been satisfied, is applied to both 
alternatives if two alternatives exist. 
In the sample program, the first cut is encountered at the second attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 2 in Figure 14). The state of the machine at the point where 
the first cut is encountered is 
interp(( 
(! :: nil, E,, 
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((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, Cl, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil) :: 
(seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
P) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z) , (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, C), nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- ! v seated_in_order(sarah, jay> :- !) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil, 
P). 
The applicable rule is 12.4. This rule applies to interp (((! :: A, 
V,, 0) :: Fo, 4,C) :: St, PI, where 
! :: A = ! :: nil, 
y, = l , > 
D = ((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E”, nil) :: nil, 
F,, = (seated_in_order(Y,Z), (X,Y,Z), nil) :: (nil, (A,B,C), nil)::nil, 
C=P, 
C#J = (A = john, B = sue, C = Z), and 
St = “the rest of the run-time stack.” 
If rule 12.4 is applied without modification, the state becomes 
interp( ( 
(nil, E,,, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,,, nil) :: nil) :: 
(seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
P) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, e,, nil) :: nil 
PI. 
If the modified Rule 12.4 is applied, the state becomes as shown in Figure 22. 
Segment 22-A of the machine state represents the successful-refutation-path- 
alternative and segment 22-B of the machine state represents the failed-path- 
alternative. 
The point at which the effect of Prescriptive Specification (3) can be seen occurs 
at the fifth attempt at unification (i.e., Node 5 in Figure 14). The state of the 
machine at this point in the program execution if the rules have been applied 
without modification is 
inteip(( 
(seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
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intq(( 
(nil, E,, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,,, nil) :: nil) :: 
(seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
(A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
P) :: 




1 {((seated-in-order (X, Y) A seated-in-order (Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 22-B I 
i (nil, (A, B,C), nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
I 
I 
i seated&in-order (jack, Sarah) :- ! V seated_in_order(sarah, jay) :- ! > :: 
1 ((seated_inPa_row(A,B,C) :: nil, (A, B,C), nil) :: nil, E,,,nil) :: nil}], 
L___________________-_------------------------------------__~ 
PI. 
FIGURE 22. State of the machine at Node 2 for Debray and Mishra OS after applying 
modified Rule 12.4. 
nil) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C> :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil 
P>. 
Applying Rule 12.3 gives 
inteip( 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, Cl, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil 
P). 




and applying Rule 12.1 gives the answer nil. 
The state of the program if the modified rules have been applied so far is 
interp( ( 
(seated_in_order(Y, Z>, (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
<A = john, B = sue, C = Z), 
nil) :: 
[{( (seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil} 
+ 
{( (seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, Cl, nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
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seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- ! v seated_in_order(sarah, jay) :- !) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil)}], 
P>. 
Applying Rule 12.3 when hd(St”) + hd(St”‘) yields 
interp(( 
(seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, Cl, nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- ! v seated_in_order(sarah, jay) :- !) :: 
[{((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil} 
(((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, Cl, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil}], 
P). 
Since the successful-refutation-path-alternative and the failed-path-alterna- 
tive are the same at this point in the computation, the machine state can be 
rewritten as 
intelp( ( 
(seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z), (X, Y, Z>, nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in_order(jack, Sarah) :- ! v seated_in-ordensarah, jay) :- !) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil, 
P>. 
Thus, the choice points that would have been eliminated by the cut at Node 2 
were instead exhausted through backtracking. 
The point at which a successful refutation occurs is at the ninth attempt at 
unification (i.e., Node 9 in Figure 14). At the time a cut is encountered at Node 9, 
the state of the machine is 
intep( ( 
(! :: nil, (X, Y, Z), 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil 
) . . . . 
(nil, (X, Y, Z>, nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay), 
P) :: 
((seated_in_order(Y, Z> :: nil, (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, 0, nil) :: nil, (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z>, 
nil) :: 
[(( (seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil) 
+ 
{((seated-in-order-(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z>, (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, C>, nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z>, 
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seated_in_order(sarah, jay> :- !) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil)], 
P). 
Applying Rule 12.4, where D = ((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C> :: nil, (A, B, 0, 
nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil, gives 
interp(( 
(nil, (X, Y, Z>, 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, Cl :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil 
) :: 
(nil, (X,Y,Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay>, 
P) :: 
[{( (seated_in_a_row(A, B, C> :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil) 
+ {( (seated_in_order(Y, Z) :: nil, (X, Y, Z>, nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, Cl, nil) :: nil, (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z>, 
nil) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z>, (X, Y, Zl, nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B,C), nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z>, 
seated_in_order(sarah, jay> :- ! > :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil}], 
PI 
At the point an answer substitution is achieved, the state is 
intelp(( 
nil, 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay>, 
P) :: 
[{ ((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C> :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil} 
+ 
{( (seated_in_order(Y, Z) :: nil, (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A,B, C), nil) :: nil, (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = Z>, 
nil) :: 
((seated_in_order(X, Y) A seated_in_order(Y, Z>, (X, Y, Z), nil) :: 
(nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, (A = X, B = Y, C = Z), 
seated_in-ordensarah, jay> :- !) :: 
((seated_in_a_row(A, B, C) :: nil, (A, B, 0, nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil}], 
P). 
Applying rule 12.2 selects the successful-refutation-path-alternative of the 
run-time stack 
(A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay) :: 
intelp( ( 
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(seated_in_a_row(A, B, C> :: nil, (A, B, C), nil) :: nil, E,, nil) :: nil, 
P). 
Then applying rule 12.3 gives 




Then Rule 12.1 yields the answer (A = jack, B = Sarah, C = jay):: nil. 
3. AUGMENTING THE VDL INTERPRETER WITH A NUMBER-OF- 
SUCCESSES (NS) COMPONENT 
The VDL interpreter of Arbab and Berry [2] is augmented with a Number-of- 
Successes (NS) component as was the corresponding denotational model. The 
prescriptive specifications are effected in the same way since the underlying VDL 
components are the same. The trace of the sample program using the VDL 
interpreter follows the same lines as the trace in the denotational model. There- 
fore, only the modifications of and additions to the VDL instructions required by 
the prescriptive specifications are given. 
The set-backtrack-point-stack(n) instruction should be modified from 
set-backtrack-point-stack(n) = 
s-btps: ~&s-c: C), 
(s-dbptr : p,)( (s-n: 
(s-n(DBPTR) + l), 
(s-pname : s-pname( DBPTR) )) > ,
(s-level : ii), 
(s-btps : BTPS)) 
to 
set-backtrack-point-stack(n) = 
s-lbtps: j.Lo((s-c: C), 
(s-dbptr : po( (s-n: 
(s-n(DBPTR) + l), 
(s-pname : s-pname( DBPTR) )) > ,
(s-level : n), 
(s-ns: (s-ns(NS) + l)), 
(s-cut-to-stack-level : 0)) 
(s-btps : BTPS)). 
The is-cut predicate in the seek(goals, n, env) instruction is modified from 
is-cut(body1) -+ cut-stack-to-level( levell), 
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where 
level1 = s-level(goal1) & 
body1 = elem( l)( bodylistl) 
to 
is-cut( bodyl) A 
is- 5 (levell, s-level( BTPS)) A 
(is-0( s-cut-to-stack-level (BTPS)) V 
is- < (level1 , s-cut-to-stack-level( BTPS) ) ) 
+ modify-top-of-stack( levell) , 
where 
level1 = s-level(goal1) & 
body1 = elem( l)( bodylistl) . 
The modify-top-of-stactilevell) instruction would be 
modify-top-of-sta&levell) = 
s-btps : p(BTPS; (s-cut-to-stack-level : levell)). 
The fail instruction is modified from 
fail = 
is-Mclause) + 
s-btps : s-btps(BTPS) 
s-c : fail 
Tj 
s-c : s-c(BTPS) 
s-dbptr : pJ(s-pname : s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))), 
(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))), 
where 





s-btps : s-btps(BTPS) 
s-c : fail 
T-, 
[is- I (s-ns(BTPS), NS) -+ 
fail 
cut-stack-to-level(s-cut-to-stack-level(BTPS)) 
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T-, 
s-btps : s-btps(BTPS) 
s-c : fail]] 
T-, 
s-c : s-c(BTPS) 
s-dbptr : p,((s-pname : s-pname(s-dbptr(BTPS))), 
(s-n : s-n 0 s-dbptr(BTPS))l, 
where 
clause = s-nts-dbptr(BTPS)) 0 (s-pnamets-dbptr(BTPS))(DB)). 
The is-( )(goals> predicate in the seektgoals, n, env) instruction is modified from 
is-( )(goals> + print-bindingscenv) 
to 
is-( )(goals) + print-bindingscenv); 
add-to-successes. 
The semantics of the add-to-successes instruction would be 
add-to-successes = s-ns : p( NS; (s-ns : (s-ns(NS) + 1))). 
10. THE SOUNDNESS PROBLEM WHEN NEGATION-AS-FAILURE (NAF) 
IS USED 
Sometimes “the wasted computation time” is of the “infinite variety.” This can 
occur when the order of the clauses is such that if the first clause is matched, 
execution should not pass to the second clause. Consider the following example 
taken from [27]: 
member( X, [XlXs]) . 
member( X, [Y IYs]) :- member( X, Ys) . 
Given the goal ?-member(l,Zs), the program will make successively longer and 
longer guesses for Zs since there are an infinite number of lists of which 1 could be 
a member. This can be solved by putting a cut in the program so that 
member(X, [XlXs]) :- !. 
member( X, [Y /Ys]) :- member( X, Ys) . 
The traditional cut works here but introduces the problem of unsoundness when 
NAF is used. NAF was first formally introduced by Clark in [61 and Ross in [19] 
presents a brief historical perspective of further research. The unsoundness prob- 
lem is illustrated in the example from [15] below: 
subset( Xs, Ys) :- ‘p( Xs, Ys) . 
p( Xs, Ys) :- member( Z, Xs) , ‘member( Z, Ys) . 
member( X, [XlXs]) :- !. 
member( X, [Y IYs]) :- member( X, Ys) . 
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The meaning of the program can be expressed as: Xs is a subset of Ys if no Z in Xs 
fails to belong to Ys (see [26] for a discussion). The goal ?-subset([l,2,3], [l]) 
incorrectly succeeds. In a trace of the program using the semantics of the 
traditional cut, member(Z, Xs) in the second clause successfully matches 
member(X,[XIXs]) (with X = 1 and Xs = [2,3]]. At this point, the choice point 
needed for the goal member(Z,Xs) to continue by matching the second clause of 
the predicate member is eliminated from the run-time stack by the traditional cut 
encountered in the first clause of the predicate member. Member(Z,Ys) also 
matches membero(, [X/Xsl) {with X = 1 and Xs = [I}. As above, the choice point 
needed for member(Z,Ys) to continue is eliminated by the traditional cut. This 
choice point would have been eliminated anyway since, by NAF, ’ member(Z, Ys) has 
been proven false-there is no point in trying to prove this twice. At this point in the 
program execution, there are no choice points on the run-time stack. The negated 
goal ‘member(Z,Ys) fails, which means that p(Xs,Ys) fails, which means that 
‘p(Xs,Ys) succeeds, and so subset(Xs, Ys) succeeds. Thus the program answers 
“yes” when it should answer “no.” 
The prescribed version of the cut solves both of the problems described above 
(i.e., infinite computation and unsoundness) simultaneously. If the goal is ?-mem- 
ber(l,Zs), the program terminates with Zs = [l, unbound]. The solution to the 
unsoundness problem can be shown by retracing the program. 
In a trace of the program using the semantics of the prescribed cut, 
member(Z, Xs) in the second clause successfully matches member(X, [X/Xs]) (with 
X = 1 and Xs = [2,3]). The choice point needed for the goal member(Z,Xs) to 
continue by matching the second clause of the predicate member is retained on the 
run-time stack when the prescribed cut in the first clause of the predicate member 
is encountered, because a successful refutation has not been reached (Prescriptive 
Specification (1)). Member(Z,Ys) also matches membero<,[XIXs]) (with X = 1 and 
Xs = [I). As above, the choice point needed for member(Z,Ys) to continue is 
retained by the prescribed cut. However, this choice point is eliminated anyway since, 
by NAF, ’ member(Z, Ys) has been proven false-there is no point in trying to prolIe 
this twice. 
The program continues by backtracking to the choice point on top of the 
run-time stack. Thus the prescribed cut that would have eliminated this choice 
point is ignored (Prescriptive Specification (3)). MemberCZ, Xs> successfully matches 
membero(, [Y IYsl) {with X = unbound and Ys = [2,3]) and membero(, Ys> matches 
membero<, [XIXsl) {with X = 2 and Xs = [3]} ( creating a choice point) which means 
that member(Z, Ys) fails (since Z = 2 and Ys = [l]), which means that lmember 
(Z, Ys) succeeds, which means that p(Xs, Ys> succeeds, which means that ’ p(Xs, Ys) 
fails, and so subseto(s,Ys) correctly fails. 
The choice point needed for member(X,Ys) to continue is retained by the 
prescribed cut. However, this choice point is eliminated anyway since, by NAF, 
’ p(Xs, Ys) has been proven false-there is no point in tying to prove this twice. The 
program halts without further computation because the run-time stack is now 
empty. 
11. PROOF THAT THE PRESCRIPTIVE SPECIFICATIONS 
ENSURE SOUNDNESS 
As a basis for the proof, the assumption is made that the refutation procedure 
being used is sound whenever no cuts appear in the code. It is necessary to prove 
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that the insertion of prescribed cut(s) into the code continues to ensure this 
soundness. There are two cases to consider. Let Case I be a program that should 
answer “yes.” Suppose that, instead, the program answers “no” and is therefore 
unsound. If the program answers “no,” then all of the paths in the search space 
actually traversed are only failed paths. According to the prescriptive specification 
(31, cuts encountered only in failed paths are ignored. Therefore, no prescribed 
cuts are applied in a program that answers “no.” If no prescribed cuts are applied, 
the reason for the unsoundness must be the refutation procedure which contradicts 
the original assumption. 
Let Case II be a program that should answer “no.” Suppose that, instead, the 
program answers “yes.” According to prescriptive specification (11, no cuts are 
applied prior to reaching a successful refutation. A successful refutation is required 
for the program to answer “yes.” Hence, no prescribed cuts are applied prior to the 
program answering “yes.” Therefore, the incorrect answer of “yes” cannot be 
because of prescribed cut(s) because the incorrect answer was obtained before any 
prescribed cuts were applied. It follows that the cause of the unsoundness must be 
the refutation procedure which contradicts the original assumption. 
When NAP is added, the arguments are similar. However, with NAF it is not 
enough to assume that the refutation procedure is sound. An additional assump- 
tion must be made that all the variables in a negated goal are ground when the 
negation is applied to the goal. Also, with NAF, it is possible for a program to 
answer “yes” even though a successful refutation has not been found. In this 
situation, however, Prescriptive Specification (3) applies as described above. 
12. CONCLUSIONS 
The accomplishments of this research is to prescribe varying strategies for modify- 
ing formal semantic models for the purpose of (1) eliminating the unsoundness 
introduced by the cut into PROLOG programs and (2) providing a general and 
flexible methodology for pruning wasted computation time from PROLOG pro- 
grams. The varying strategies are formulated by using three prescriptive specifica- 
tions as guidelines for modifying six semantic models. The three prescriptive 
specifications are: (1) apply no cuts until a successful refutation is reached-at the 
time that a successful refutation is reached, apply all cuts encountered in the 
successful path that should be applied according to the traditional definition of cut; 
(2) treat the process of delaying the application of cuts in each successive 
successful refutation uniformly-i.e., treat every successful refutation as being 
independent of every other successful refutation; and (3) ignore cuts encountered 
in only failed paths-if the whole program fails (meaning that the whole program 
is a collection of one or more failed paths), then no cuts are applied. The formal 
semantic models that are modified are (1) the denotational and operational 
semantics (of PROLOG) by Jones and Mycroft [131; (2) the denotational and 
operational semantics (of PROLOG) by Debray and Mishra [Sl; and (3) the 
denotational and operational semantics (of PROLOG) by Arbab and Berry [2]. 
It is possible to classify the models and parts of the models into the following 
categories according to the strategies employed for effecting the three prescriptive 
specifications: Category (1) the denotational model of Jones and Mycroft; Category 
(2) the denotational model of Debray and Mishra with respect to backtrack points 
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(i.e., choice points) for literals to the left of the cut (i.e., !,); Category (3) the 
denotational mode1 of Debray and Mishra with respect to backtrack points to 
subsequent clauses of the predicate (i.e., !,I; Category (4) the denotational and 
operational models of Arbab and Berry; and Category (5) the operational models 
of Jones and Mycroft and Debray and Mishra. The categories which will be 
referenced by Cl, C2, C3, C4, and C.5 are not listed in any particular order. 







the -five categories is as follows: 
Restrict the order of evaluation to specify that no cuts are applied until a 
successful refutation is reached and that all cuts in the denotation are 
applied at the point of a successful refutation. 
Restrict the computation to the first substitution from the input substitu- 
tion list 0 which contributes to an answer substitution. 
Mark continuations to be cut and eliminate the continuations so marked at 
the point of a successful refutation. 
Update NS (the number of successes> by 1 at the point of a successful 
refutation and eliminate backtrack points during backtracking by cutting 
the stack to the specified level for backtrack points with ns 5 NS and 
cut-to-stack-level > 0. 
Choose the successful-refutation-path-alternative and discard the 
failed-path-alternative at the point of a successful refutation. 







the five categories is as follows: 
Repeat the process of delaying the application of cuts until a successful 
refutation is reached and applying all cuts in the denotation at the point of 
a successful refutation for each successive successful refutation. 
Repeat the process of restricting the computation to the first substitution 
from the input substitution list 13 which contributes to an answer substitu- 
tion for each !s in every successful refutation. 
Repeat the process of marking continuations and eliminating the continua- 
tions so marked at the point of a successful refutation for each successive 
successful refutation. 
Distinguish between backtrack points created during previous successful 
refutations and backtrack points created during the current refutation 
being sought so that ns I NS for all backtrack points created during 
previous successful refutations and ns > NS for all backtrack points cre- 
ated during the current refutation being sought. 
Repeat the process of choosing the successful-refutation-path-alternative 
and discarding the failed-path-alternative at the point of a successful 
refutation for each successive successful refutation. 
A brief synopsis of the strategies for effecting Prescriptive Specification (3) for 
each of the five categories is as follows: 
(Cl) Modify the Uncut function so that a cut preceded by zero or more failed 
paths is ignored. 
(C2) Return nil (with no evidence of cuts encountered) for failed paths. 
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(C3) Remove the mark and index from a continuation at the point that the 
program backtracks to that continuation. 
(C4) Exhaust backtrack points during backtracking that belong to failed paths. 
(C5) Exhaust choice points during backtracking that belong to failed paths. 
The significance of the research can be viewed from both a semantics point of 
view and from a pragmatics point of view. From a semantics point of view, the 
“procedural semantics”’ of PROLOG was made to conform more closely to the 
declarative semantics. This was done by guaranteeing soundness for PROLOG 
programs that contain the prescribed cut. From a pragmatics point of view, the 
semantic modifications presented can be used to provide programmers with a 
flexible and powerful tool for eliminating wasted computation time from PROLOG 
programs. 
When NAF is used, the cut can actually cause a program to answer “yes” when 
it should answer “no.” An example taken from [15] is used to illustrated how the 
prescriptive specifications are applied. The analysis of the example suggests that an 
if-then-else construct is not the answer but that a carefully formulated semantics 
for “the cut” is. In the example, this is illustrated by the use of the predicate 
member as having two clauses that should be treated as being mutually exclusive at 
one point in the execution of the program and as not being mutually exclusive at 
another point in the execution of the program. 
Two future research directions exist. One is to show how to effect the prescrip- 
tive specifications efficiently in the Category (5) models by avoiding any duplication 
of choice points between the successful-refutation-path-alternative and the 
failed-path-alternative. Another is to show how to effect the prescriptive specifi- 
cations in the Warren Abstract Machine [ll]. 
The authors are very appreciative and grateful to the referees for their many helpful comments. 
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